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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

O

This invention relates to a three-dimensional scaffolding
System having four vertically extending corner posts, upper
horizontal members connecting the upper ends of ad
jacent posts and lower horizontal members connecting the
lower ends of adjacent posts, an I-link for connecting the
medial portion of one upper horizontal member with a
medial portion of its adjacent lower horizontal member.
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terminals, parking garages, bridges, highway overpasses,
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structures for carrying out the several purposes of the in
vention. It is important, therefore, that this disclosure be
regarded as including such equivalent constructions as do
not depart from the spirit and scope of the invention.
Several embodiments of the invention have been chosen
for purposes of illustration and description, and are shown
in the accompanying drawings, forming a part of the
specification, wherein:
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a scaffolding tower con
structed according to the concept of my invention;
FIG. 2 is an enlarged, fragmentary perspective view
showing details of construction of an I-link for intercon
necting horizontal members;
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of another embodiment
of a scaffolding tower constructed according to the in
vention; and
FIG. 4 is an enlarged, fragmentary perspective view
showing details of construction of an I-link for intercon
necting horizontal members in the embodiment of FIG. 3.
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This invention relates to scaffolding systems, and more
particularly to a new and improved three-dimensional
scaffolding system which is particularly adapted, among
other possible uses, for use in the construction of airport
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water reservoirs and various other concrete constructions.

In the embodiment of the invention illustrated in FIGS.

1 and 2, a scaffolding tower includes four vertically ex
tending corner tubular posts 10, upper horizontal tubular
members 12 connecting the upper ends of the adjacent
posts and lower horizontal tubular members 14 connecting
the lower ends of the adjacent posts. Each corner post 10
includes two portions which are interconnected as by
means of flanges 16, provided for the purpose. A flange
18 is mounted on the bottom of the post, and a flange 20

The present invention involves a novel combination of
features combined in such a way as to afford a very

is mounted on the top thereof. A bottom telescopic leg 22
efficient solution to the difficulties encountered with the 30 is
adjustably mounted in the lower portion of the post, as

prior art, as will be discussed more fully hereinafter.
The invention has, as one of its objectives, the provision
of a new and improved three-dimensional scaffolding sys
tem which is particularly suitable for repetitive concrete
structures used in the construction industry, such as when
moving dome or form structures from one pouring posi
tion to the next. It is economical from the standpoint of
time, labor and overall job costs and becomes increasingly
cost saving with an increasing number of repetitive form
ing operations.
The invention provides as another of its objectives a
scaffolding system of the character aforesaid which may
be rapidly assembled and disassembled, which provides
vertical linkage and support medially of the sides, and
which makes possible the provision of an additional Sup
porting leg medially of the sides as an integral part of the
system. The invention provides as still another of its
objectives, a scaffolding system as aforesaid which is re
usable and which can raise and lowerform structures when
in position.
These and other advantages of the scaffolding System

as compared to systems and techniques heretofore utilized
for the above-stated purposes, will become apparent as
the description proceeds.
In order to accomplish the desired results, this inven
tion provides, in combination with a scaffolding tower
having four vertically extending corner posts, upper
horizontal members connecting the upper ends of adjacent
posts and lower horizontal members connecting the lower
ends of adjacent posts, an improvement comprising an I
link for connecting the adjacent ends of one upper hori
zontal member with adjacent ends of its adjacent lower
horizontal member.
There has thus been outlined rather broadly the more
important features of the invention in order that the de
tailed description thereof that follows may be better under
stood, and in order that the present contribution to the art
may be better appreciated. There are, of course, additional
features of the invention that will be described more fully
hereinafter. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that
the conception on which this disclosure is based may

readily be utilized as the basis for the designing of other
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by means of a load pin mounted in holes 24 in the tele
scopic leg. A flange 26 is mounted on the lower end of the
telescopic leg 22. An upper leg 28 is adjustably mounted
in the upper portion of the post, as by means of a load
pin mounted in holes 30 on the telescopic leg. A flange
32 is mounted on the upper end of the telescopic leg 28,
and a threaded bolt 34 extends upwardly from the leg to
carry a stirrup 36. In operation joists (not shown) are
mounted on the stirrups, upon which superstructure rests.
Stays 38 are provided in each corner at angles of 45,
for example, for structural reinforcement.
According to my invention, an I-link, indicated general
ly at 40 is provided as a connecting medical portion of each
upper horizontal member 12 with its symmetrical equiva
lent as the medial portion of its adjacent lower horizontal
member 14. Each of the I-links include a lower vertical
tube 42 and an upper vertical tube 44. A flange 46 is
mounted on the adjacent ends of the vertical tubes, and
four bolts 48 serve to interconnect same. As best seen in

FIG. 2, a lower horizontal link, indicated generally at
50, is interposed in the lower horizontal member 14, and
two lock pins 52 at each end thereof serve to fasten the
link to the horizontal member 14. The lower horizontal
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link 50 has a first portion 54 which is fixedly attached,
as by means of welding at 56, to one side of the lower
vertical tube 42 and a second portion 58 is fixedly at
tached, as by means of welding 60 to the opposite side
of the lower vertical tube. It will be appreciated that
the lower horizontal link 50 is of round, tubular con
figuration with an outside diameter slightly smaller than
the inside diameter of the lower, horizontal, tubular mem
ber 14, so that it is slidable therein, as at 62, FIG. 2.
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An upper horizontal tubular link, indicated generally
at 64, FIG. 1, is similar to the lower horizontal link 50
described hereinbefore. This upper horizontal link is in
terposed in the upper horizontal member 12, and two
locking pins 66 at each end thereof serve to fasten the
link to the horizontal member 12. The upper horizontal
link 64 has a first portion 68 fixedly attached, as by means
of welding at 70, to one side of the upper vertical tube

44, and a second portion 72 fixedly attached, as by means
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link 140 has a first portion 144 which is fixedly attached,
as by means of welding at 146, to one side of the lower
vertical tube 132, and a second portion 148 is fixedly

3

of welding at 74, to the opposite side of the upper ver
tical tube.

As best seen in FIG. 2, a flange 76 is mounted on the

attached, as by means of welding at 150, to the opposite
side of the lower vertical tube. It will be appreciated that

lower end of the lower vertical tube 42 below the con

nection with the lower horizontal link 50. This flange 76

is also welded to the first portion 54 as at 55 and it is also
welded to the second portion 58 as at 59. A telescopic
leg 78 is mounted in the lower portion 42 of the vertical
tube and a flange 80, FIG. 1, is mounted on the bottom
thereof. A telescopic leg 78 is adapted to be movable in
side the vertical tube 42 and passes through the con
nection with the lower horizontal link 50, as at 82, FIG.
2. A load pin 84 serves to adjustably secure the telescopic
leg to the lower vertical tube 42.
A flange 86, FIG. 1, is mounted on the upper end of

the upper vertical tube 44 above the connection with the
upper horizontal link 64. This flange is also welded to
the first portion 68 and the second portion 72. A tele
scopic leg 88 is mounted in the upper portion of the
upper vertical tube 44 and a flange 90 is mounted on the
top thereof. The telescopic leg 88 is adapted to be mov
able inside the vertical tube 44 and passes through the
connection with the upper horizontal link 64. A load pin
92 serves to adaptably secure the telescopic leg to the
upper vertical tube 44. A threaded bolt 94 extends up
wardly from the leg 88 to carry a stirrup 96. In opera
tion, joists (not shown) are mounted on the stirrups, upon
which superstructure rests.
Referring next to the embodiment of FIGS. 3 and 4,
a scaffolding tower is shown which is adapted for Sup
porting a heavier load than the structure of FIGS. 1 and
2. This tower includes four vertically extending corner
posts 98, upper horizontal channel members 100 con
necting the upper ends of the adjacent posts and lower
horizontal channel members 102 connecting the lower
ends of the adjacent posts. Each corner post 98 includes
two portions which are interconnected as by means of
flanges 104. A flange 106 is mounted on the bottom of
the post, and a flange 108 is mounted on the top thereof.
A bottom telescopic leg 110 is adjustably mounted in the
lower portion of the post, as by means of a safety pin
112 and a load pin 113, the safety pin 112 being mounted
through form releasing bracket 115. A flange 114 is
mounted on the lower end of the telescopic leg 10. An
upper leg 116 is adjustably mounted in the upper portion
of the post, as by means of a load pin mounted in holes
118 on the telescopic leg. A flange, a threaded bolt, and
a stirrup (not shown) are mounted on the upper end of
the upper leg 116 in a manner similar to that described

the lower horizontal link 140 is of rectangular channel
configuration and sized to slidably fit inside the lower
horizontal channel member 102, as shown at 152, FIG. 2.
An upper horizontal link, indicated generally at 154,
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(not shown) serves to adjustably secure the telescopic leg
to the upper vertical tube. A flange, a threaded bolt, and
a stirrup (not shown) are mounted on the upper end
of the upper leg 168 in a manner similar to that described
hereinbefore in connection with the embodiment of FIGS.
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tions which are interconnected, as by means of flanges

link to the horizontal member 102. The lower horizontal

it is also welded to the second portion 148 as at 149. A
telescopic leg 158 is mounted in the lower portion 132
of the vertical tube and a flange 160, FIG. 3, is mounted
on the bottom thereof, a telescopic leg 158 is adapted to
be movable inside the vertical tube 132 and passes through
the connection with the lower horizontal link 140, as at
162, FIG. 4. The safety pin 164, mounted through form
releasing bracket 165, and load pin 167, FIG. 3, serve
to adjustably secure the telescopic leg to said lower verti
cal tube 132.
A flange 166, FIG. 3, is mounted on the upper end
of the upper vertical tube 134 above the connection with
the upper horizontal link 154. A telescopic leg 168 is
mounted in the upper portion of the upper vertical tube
134. The telescopic leg 168 is adapted to be movable

40 1 and 2.

1 and 2.

122. Upper transverse member 124 serves to connect the
upper ends of the two medial posts 120 and a lower
transverse member 126 connects the lower ends of the
posts. Stays 128 are provided for each post at angles of
45, for example, for structural reinforcement.
According to my invention, an I-link, indicated gener
ally at 130, is provided for connecting a medial portion
of the upper horizontal member 100 with a medial por
tion of its adjacent lower horizontal member 102. One
I-link is provided at each end of the scaffolding tower
and two I-links are provided on each side of the tower.
Each of the I-links includes lower vertical tube 132 and
an upper vertical tube 134. A flange 136 is mounted on
the adjacent ends of the vertical tubes, and four bolts
138 serve to interconnect same. As best seen in FIG. 4,
a lower horizontal link, indicated generally at 140, is in
terposed in a lower horizontal member 102, and two
locking pins 142 at each end thereof serve to fasten the

lower end of the lower vertical tube 132 below the con

nection with the lower horizontal link 140. This flange
156 is also welded to the first portion 144 as at 145 and

inside the vertical tube 134 and passes through the con
nection with the upper horizontal link 154. A load pin

hereinbefore in connection with the embodiment of FIGS. 50

Still referring to FIG. 3, medial posts 120 connect a
medial portion of the upper horizontal channel members
100 and a medial portion of the lower horizontal chan
nel member 102. Each medial post 120 includes two por

FIG. 1, is interposed in the upper horizontal member
100. This link is constructed and operates in the same
manner as that described hereinbefore in connection with
the lower horizontal link 140.
As best seen in FIG. 4, a flange 156 is mounted on the
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It will thus be seen that the present invention does
indeed provide an improved scaffolding tower which is
superior in simplicity, economy and efficiency as com
pared to prior art such systems.
Although certain particular embodiments of the in
vention are herein disclosed for purposes of explanation,
various modifications thereof, after study of this specifica
tion, will be apparent to those skilled in the art to which
the invention pertains.
What is claimed and desired to be secured by Letters
Patent is:
1. In a scaffolding tower having four vertically extend
ing corner posts, upper horizontal members extending
from said posts toward adjacent posts, and lower hori
Zontal members extending from said posts toward adja
cent posts, the improvement comprising an I-link for
connecting the adjacent ends of said upper horizontal
members with the adjacent ends of the lower horizontal
members, said I-link including a lower vertical tube and
an upper vertical tube, means interconnecting said verti.
cal tubes, a lower horizontal link interconnecting the
adjacent ends of said lower horizontal members, said
lower horizontal link having a first portion fixedly at
tached to one side of said lower vertical tube and a
second portion fixedly attached to the opposite side of
said lower vertical tube, an upper horizontal link inter
connecting the adjacent ends of said upper horizontal
member, said upper horizontal link having a first portion
fixedly attached to one side of said upper vertical tube
and a second portion fixedly attached to the opposite side
of said upper vertical tube.
2. A scaffolding tower according to claim 1 wherein
said flange means interconnecting said vertical tubes com

prises a flange mounted at the adjacent ends of each said
tubes and four bolts interconnecting said flanges.
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3. A scaffolding tower according to claim 1 wherein
ing the adjacent ends of said lower horizontal member,
said lower horizontal link interposed in said lower hori two lock pins at each end thereof for fastening said link
zontal member is fastened to said horizontal member by
to said horizontal members, said lower horizontal link
two lock pins at each end thereof, and wherein said upper
having a first portion fixedly attached to one side of said
horizontal link interposed in said upper horizontal mem
lower vertical tube and a second portion fixedly attached
ber is fastened to said upper horizontal member by two 5 to the opposite side of said lower vertical tube, an upper
lock pins at each end thereof.
horizontal link interconnecting the adjacent ends of said
4. A scaffolding tower according to claim 1 further
upper horizontal members, two lock pins at each end
comprising an I-link for connecting each upper horizontal
thereof for fastening said link to said horizontal members,
member with its adjacent lower horizontal member.
O said upper horizontal link having a first portion fixedly
5. A scaffolding tower according to claim 4 further
attached to one side of said upper vertical tube and a
comprising a second, spaced I-link for connecting, on
second portion fixedly attached to the opposite side of
the sides of said tower, the upper horizontal member with
said upper vertical tube, said lower vertical tube having
its adjacent lower horizontal member.
a flange mounted on the lower end thereof below said
6. A scaffolding tower according to claim 1 wherein is connection with said lower horizontal link, a telescopic
said lower vertical tube has a flange mounted on the
leg adjustably mounted in the lower portion of said
lower end thereof below the connection with and welded

lower vertical tube and movable inside said lower verti

to said lower horizontal links, and wherein said upper
cal tube, a flange mounted on the bottom of said tele
vertical tube has a flange mounted on the upper end there
scopic leg, a safety pin form releasing bracket and a
of above said connection with and welded to said upper 20 load pin for adjustably securing said telescopic leg to said
horizontal links.
ower vertical tube, said upper vertical tube having a
7. A scaffolding tower according to claim 6 further
flange mounted on the upper end thereof above said con
comprising a telescopic leg adjustably mounted in the
nection with said upper horizontal link, a telescopic leg
lower portion of said lower vertical tube and movable
adjustably mounted in the upper portion of said upper
inside said lower vertical tube, a flange mounted on the 25 vertical tube and movable inside said upper vertical tube,
bottom of said telescopic leg, a telescopic leg adjustably
a flange mounted on the top of said telescopic leg, a
mounted in the upper portion of said upper vertical tube
load pin for adjustably securing said telescopic leg to
and movable inside said upper vertical tube, and a flange
said upper vertical tube.
mounted on the top of said telescopic leg.
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